Form questions which ask for the underlined words.

1. This is my laptop.

2. I usually have lasagne for dinner.

3. My sister lives in the house over there.

4. I am leaving early because my son is ill.

5. My dad likes the blue jacket best.

6. The street festival takes place on the first Friday in August.

7. I use a lot of salt in my cooking.

8. The new hotel is located near the seaside.

9. My sister usually helps me with my homework.

10. They are very worried because they failed the test.

11. Physics is Mary's favourite subject.

12. My best friend is a year older than I am.

13. The new apartment costs $300 a month.

14. Pete's car always makes such a terrible noise.

15. I take the underground to work.
1. This is **my** laptop.
   *Whose laptop is this?*
2. I usually have **lasagne** for dinner.
   *What do you usually have for dinner?*
3. My sister lives **in the house over there**.
   *Where does your sister live?*
4. I am leaving early **because my son is ill**.
   *Why are you leaving so early?*
5. My dad likes the **blue** jacket best.
   *Which jacket does your dad like best?*
6. The street festival takes place **on the first Friday in August**.
   *When does the street festival take place?*
7. I use **a lot** of salt in my cooking.
   *How much salt do you use in your cooking?*
8. The new hotel is located **near the seaside**.
   *Where is the new hotel (located)?*
9. **My sister** usually helps me with my homework.
   *Who usually helps me with my homework?*
10. They are very worried *because they failed the test*.
    *Why are they worried?*
11. **Physics** is Mary's favourite subject.
    *What is Mary's favourite subject?*
12. My best friend is **a year older than I am**.
    *How old is your best friend?*
13. The new apartment costs **$300 a month**.
    *How much does the new apartment cost?*
14. **Pete's** car always makes such a terrible noise.
    *Whose car always makes such a terrible noise?*
15. I take **the** underground to work.
    *What do you take to work?*